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Supering
Our first outdoor meeting in May saw members gathered at the
Wanstead Apiary to hear Peter Dalby talk about supers – when to
use them, how to use them and what goes in them! Peter began
with a demonstration of the different types of frame available for
use in supers, and the advantages and disadvantages of these, including the use of
castellations or runners. He went on to talk about when to add a super, and whether this
should be under or over the previous one depending on the time of year. The talk ended with
a question-and-answer session. As ever, we are indebted to Mark Stephens for the use of the
Wanstead apiary which is being fully utilised with hives and nuclei from the queen-rearing
course – we are extremely fortunate to have this space available for the Division to use. _

Beginners Course graduates receiving their
certificates, and a picture from the queenrearing course (thanks to Khalil Attan)
Queen rearing is often seen as a complex and mysterious art and many beekeepers buy in
queens from commercial suppliers or rely on swarm queens to maintain colonies. However,
many UK beekeepers believe that rearing queens from a local gene pool will produce bees
better adapted to the prevailing environment, and that imported queens complicate this genepool. With this in mind, a group of interested members met at the Wanstead Divisional apiary
earlier this season with the goal of raising queens from reliable stock. Khalil and Salma Attan
have experience of raising queens and agreed to show the way, and the results so far have
been amusing, rewarding, and something of a learning curve. Grafts of larvae were given to
queen-right double-brood colonies set up to receive them. Early season cells are often poorly
received, but a second batch were more successful, and sealed cells were introduced into mininuc boxes set out on hive stands made for each box. To date, some queens are mated and
laying, several have failed, and others we watch with interest. The grafting cycle will be
repeated during the next few weeks and any intrigued Member is welcome to join us. So far,
one myth has been clarified: there is no mystery to queen-rearing and all beekeepers are
capable of trying their hand. _
Directions to Willow
Cottage
Please note that you can
ONLY access Willow
Cottage via the Passingford
Bridge Roundabout on the
A113. Do not attempt any
another route, no matter
what your satellite
navigation system may
say! Please see the note
above about refreshments,
we would be grateful for
contributions. _

Chair’s Corner
I am delighted to report above on the success of the queen-rearing course. We
have encountered pitfalls: too many bees in one mini-nuc led to overheating and
death; too few bees in other boxes resulted in failure to begin drawing comb; your
very tired Chairman dropped two nucs during delivery, yet managed to collect the
bees and later, introduce a queen cell. Even the new Members who have just
completed the Beginners’ Course could be raising queens in a year or two – with
help and support from other Division members anyone can learn new skills. If you
would like help or advice on your bees, please come along to any of our meetings
and chat to one of the Committee. _
Eric Beaumont

Monthly Meeting – Saturday 20th
June at Willow Cottage
This month’s meeting will take place
at Willow Cottage at 2.30 pm when
Jean Smye will talk about preparing
honey for judging. Afternoon tea
will be served and donations of
cakes, sandwiches or savoury
snacks would be very welcome –
please contact Robin Harman if you
can help with this. See below for
map and directions, this is one
meeting not to miss! _
Bee Health Day – 27th June
Final reminder for this event to be
held near Colchester – we think
that it is a really worthwhile day.
Bring your own packed lunch and a
clean beesuit, the day will include a
both discussion and presentations
including some practical sessions
and a chance to meet local Bee
Disease Inspectors. The day runs
from 10 am to 4 pm, Booking
essential, contact Jim McNeill at
jimandliz44@aol.co.uk or on 01708
765898. _

Hives for sale on retirement
Beekeeper Frank Bullock is hanging
up his veil, he has three hives on a
site near the Horticultural Hall which
he would like to hand over to
another beekeeper. There’s also an
option for a half allotment site as
well. Frank would like the bees to
continue to be kept on the current
site – if you are interested in this
please contact him on 020 8524
6730 – price is negotiable. We wish
Frank
all
the
best
in
his
retirement._
Hive Stand Workshop
Would you be interested in
learning to make a hive stand?
Please contact Robin Harman
and say whether a weekend or
weekday would be preferable.
The cost is approximately £30 to
include all materials. _

Tips from the Bee Man
This is a prime month for swarms,
so continue to inspect regularly and
ensure your bees have sufficient
space to expand. In good weather
bees can fill a super in little more
than a week so even if you have
already done an artificial swarm you
will
need
to
check
whether
additional supers are needed. _
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